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A BSTRACT
Interaction with computers using freehand gestures becomes more
and more popular. However, it is hard to make precise inputs by
making gestures in air without a physical support. In this paper,
we present HorizontalDragger, a new selection technique aimed
to improve the selection precision by converting the 2D selection
problem into a 1D selection problem. After setting a region of interest in the display, all the objects inside the region are considered
as potential targets. The user can drag the index finger horizontally
to choose the desired target.
Index Terms: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques—Interaction techniques;
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I NTRODUCTION

With the help of sophisticated tracking systems or low-cost depth
cameras, it is now possible to make remote interaction with the
computer by using bare hands. However, it still lacks a satisfying
method to select an object precisely from dense target clusters. In
this paper, we present HorizontalDragger to simplify object selection from dense target clusters. HorizontalDragger is a two-phase
selection method which can be performed by bare hand gestures
(Figure 1). The main idea of HorizontalDragger is to decompose a
direct selection task into a coarse 2D selection, followed by a precise 1D selection task, so there are fewer degrees of freedom to
control at the same time. Moreover, the effective width of all the
potential targets is a constant value so that the selection task is less
influenced by the target size and the density of the target distribution.
2

R ELATED

WORKS

Ray-casting is the most used approach to make remote selection [4].
However, to select small objects from dense target distributions, it
requires great concentration to stabilize the cursor. One solution
to simplify remote selection is to provide two operation modes to
switch CD ratio: Coarse mode and Precise mode. CD ratio is the
ratio between input movements and output movements. The work
of [10] [7] and [6] propose different solutions to switch CD ratio.
When performing Ray-casting, sometimes more than one object
is crossed by the line ray. Depth ray and Lock ray are two techniques which permit the user to pick up one object among all those
crossed by the ray [2]. 3D Bubble Cursor is another technique
which can be used to select objects of different depths [9].
The marking menu is also used to rearrange objects in a spare
distribution to facilitate the selection task. Stroke and Reach are
two techniques which allow the user to perform strokes to select an
option in the menu [8]. Flower ray proposed in [2] can rearrange
objects crossed by the ray line in a circular marking menu. SQUAD
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[3] uses a similar strategy to regroup several objects in a marking
menu for precision refinement.
3 D ESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first present the design of HorizontalDragger
and then explain the implementation details.
3.1 Design
HorizontalDragger is designed to allow the user making remote
selection through bare hand gestures. This technique is inspired by
LinearDragger proposed in [1]. We borrowed its idea and extent
LinearDragger to the 3D space.
The technique principles are as follows: after stretching the index finger of the active hand, a circle is displayed on the screen. The
circle follows the movement of the index finger and can be used to
determine the region of interest (ROI) (Figure 1 (a)). To set the ROI,
the user should perform a thumb clicking gesture by stretching the
thumb and then retrieving it (Figure 1 (b)). After performing this
gesture, the circle is fixed and the region inside the circle is set as
the ROI. All the objects inside the ROI are considered as potential
targets. Once the ROI is set, the user can drag the hand horizontally
to scan all the potential targets one by one and the target checked by
the user is highlighted (Figure 1 (c)). The dragging direction is parallel to the display. The scanning order is determined by checking
the horizontal coordinates of all the potential targets. To select the
highlighted target, the user needs to make another thumb clicking
gesture (Figure 1 (d)). When the ROI is fixed, a magnified view of
the ROI is provided to facilitate the observation of the potential targets in the ROI. Inside the magnified view, two segments are drawn
for each potential target to connect it to its predecessor and successor in the scanning order. This helps the user predict how the focus
changes.
The horizontal distance between the current position of the index finger and its recorded position when setting the ROI is used
to determine which potential target is highlighted. This way, the
scanning order of the potential targets is mapped uniformly to the
horizontal moving distance of the index finger. Selecting a target
from the ROI feels like dragging a horizontal scroll bar. Since only
one motor space requires to be controlled, the user no longer needs
to refine the cursor position precisely.
3.2 Implementation
The mapping function of HorizontalDragger uses a constant effective width to switch the focus in the ROI. The mapping function is
shown in equation (1).


if Px − Px0 < 0,
1
k = (Px − Px0 )/EW + 1 if Px − Px0 >= 0 and Px − Px0 < N ∗ EW ,

N
if Px − Px0 >= N ∗ EW
(1)
In the function, k is the index of the focused target, Px is the horizontal coordinate of the current position of the index finger and Px0
is the horizontal coordinate of the starting position of dragging, EW
is the effective width and N is the count of potential targets. When
HorizontalDragger is triggered, the index finger is at the starting
position so that the first target in the scanning list is focused and
highlighted. The target at the far left in the scanning list is selected

Figure 1: The selection procedures of HorizontalDragger

as the first target. The user can drag the finger to the right to switch
the focus to the next objects. Dragging to the left allows the user to
switch back to previous objects. EW is used to control the sensibility of the dragging movement.
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P RELIMINARY

STUDY

We have made two preliminary studies to evaluate the influence
of size of the ROI and the effective width. The experiment was
conducted on a ThinkPad T510i laptop (Figure 2). The freehand
movement is captured using a Leap Motion controller located in
front of the laptop with 10cm of distance. The study application
was developed using Unity3D with C#.
Eight participants, aged between 25 and 42, were recruited. They
are all recruited from a university. None of them have used the Leap
Motion controller before and they all happened to be right handed.
Each participant was asked to use HorizontalDragger to select
the desired target of 12 pixels (3mm) in diameter positioned randomly in the display. 12 candidate targets of the same size were
distributed around the desired target. 4 of them were around the
desired target with the distance of 18 pixels (4.7mm) and the other
8 with the distance of 36 pixels (9.4mm). Besides, 20 distractor targets of the same size were positioned in the remaining empty space.
In preliminary study 1, each participant was asked to perform
the selection task with 5 different ROI diameters: 26, 40, 52, 66
and 80 pixels (6.8, 10.5, 13.6, 17.2 and 20.9mm). For each ROI
configuration, each participant performed 20 selection trials. We
found that the configuration of 40 pixels had the shortest selection
time (3800ms) and the smallest error rate (6.3%).
In preliminary study 2, the procedure was almost the same as
study 1. The size of the ROI was set to 40 pixels and each participant was asked to use HorizontalDragger with different effective
widths: 20mm, 35mm and 50mm. Participants were asked to perform 20 selection tasks for each configuration. The average selection times were 4060ms, 3665ms and 3570ms when the effective
width was 20mm, 35mm and 50mm, respectively. The error rates
for the different effective widths were 11.1%, 3.3% and 5.2%. We
found that the effective width of 35mm and 50mm were better than
that of 20mm regarding both selection time and error rate. However,
no significant difference was found between 35mm and 50mm.
5

C ONCLUSION & P ERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we introduced HorizontalDragger, a new freehand
remote selection technique for small object acquisition. To improve
the selection precision, the 2D selection problem was converted into
a 1D selection problem. We have made two preliminary studies to
find the appropriate size of the ROI and the effective width. In the
future work, we will evaluate the performance of our technique by
comparing it with other recent remote selection techniques.

Figure 2: Experimental setup.
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